Deformation and motion of a charged conducting drop in a dielectric liquid under a nonuniform electric field.
As a tool for transporting a drop inside another fluid, a charged conducting drop driven by Coulombic force is considered. Specifically, deformation and motion of a charged conducting drop under nonuniform electric fields are studied using the perturbation method. For simplicity in analysis, the applied electric field is assumed to be expressed as the sum of a uniform field and a linear field and the flow is assumed to be in the Stokes flow range. The deformed drop shape due to electrical stress is computed to the first order of the electrical Weber number (W). Then the electric force and the hydrodynamic drag are computed to derive the formula of the translation velocity, which is valid up to O(W). Several important results have also been obtained for the effect of drop deformation on the electric and hydrodynamic forces exerted on the drop.